
INTERVIEW OF COMMUNITY NEEDS ESSAY

Community college instructors teach several hours every day, so interviews and tours are wedged into this schedule
wise committee members realize that they.

Is there open space scattered throughout the community, or is it limited to one or a few areas? Build on the
assets available in your community. Some shabby or poorly-maintained housing may occupy good buildings
that could be fixed up, for example -- that's important to know. In addition, you may benefit from the
spontaneity of the interview process. Informal assessment needs to become the primary focus of evaluation
rather than formal assessment. Does the community offer incentives to developers, and, if so, for what?
Observe carefully. People without titles, but identified by others as "community leaders" Owners or CEO's of
large businesses these may be local or may be large corporations with local branches How do you go about
understanding and describing the community? The groups and organizations that exist in the community, and
their relative prestige and importance in community life, can convey valuable clues to the community's
assumptions and attitudes. You can learn a great deal about a community by immersing yourself in its internal
communication. Knowing the character of various areas and the invisible borders that exist among various
groups and neighborhoods can be extremely important for the physical safety of those working and living in
the community. People's answers to questions about it may ignore important points, either because they seem
obvious to those who've lived with them for all or most of their lives, or because those things "just aren't
talked about. One approach to choosing an issue to address is minuses and pluses. Would you characterize the
community as poor, working, class, middle class, or affluent? In Summary Understanding a community is
crucial to being able to work in it. It ha been defined in the literature as ""the systematic approach to ensuring
that the health service uses its resources to improve the health of the population in the most efficient way,"
Wright,  The last word here is that this shouldn't be the last community description you'll ever do. As time
goes on, you'll learn who the always-reliable sources are. I looked for a long while and was finally excited to
find a school needs assessment for Wahlert. Are there foot bridges across busy highways and railroad tracks,
or do they separate areas of the community and pose dangers for pedestrians? Such meetings will be
announced in the local paper. Informal groups. Are there buildings that look like they might have historic
significance, and are they kept up? Still other communities may have no mayor at all, but only a town
manager, or may have a different form of government entirely. Race relations in the U. Discuss major risk
factors identified in the assessment. By combing through existing data, observing, and learning from
community members, you can gain an overview of the community that will serve you well. Recording your
findings and your analysis of them in a community description that you can refer to and update as needed will
keep your understanding fresh and help others in your organization or with whom you collaborate. Sports
clubs or leagues. In most of the U. Identifying of training needs hold the key to the attainment of any training
program. This chapter will show you how.


